
FIRST SWLIHN EXCELLENCY
MoEP:Infernals p. 104-107

Add d ice to a roll appropriate to the Yozi’s theme

SWLiHN Yozi-Body Unity
Return of the Scarlet Empress p. 208

Perceive and interact on the basis of being

material and immaterial simultaneously.

Remove need for sustenance, air and sleep,

gain immunity to non-magical d isease, hear prayers

RP 7+:

SWLiHN Cosmic Principle
Return of the Scarlet Empress p. 209

Transcend the l imits of Exalted power and become immune

to aging by wield ing the Primord ial power of one’s Yozi

Second SWLiHN Excellency
MoEP:Infernals p. 107

Add successes to a roll appropriate to the Yozi’s theme

SWLiHN Eternal Essence
Return of the Scarlet Empress p. 208-209

Gain immunity to death by mere physical injury and effects

that would slay outright other than those that

kill spirits permanently

SWLiHN Worldshaper Assumption
Return of the Scarlet Empress p. 210

Mutable body may assume any shape up to 100yds in any d imension;

heal damage period ically; immunity from environmental damage

SWLiHN Glory Incarnate
Return of the Scarlet Empress p. 210

Reduce all Attributes and Abil it ies to zero in return for experience

and can apply a base pool of 20 for all act ions within bounds

of the First Excellency; gain a perfect Shaping defence

SWLiHN Epic Panoply
Return of the Scarlet Empress p. 210

Gain DV/MDV equal to Willpower; gain attack modes as

appropriate to one’s Yozi’s themes

Infernal She Who Lives in Her Name Charm TreeInfernal She Who Lives in Her Name Charm Tree

Sorcerous Enlightenment of SWLiHN
MoEP:Infernals p. 164-165

Util ise Emerald Circle Sorcery in a manner appropriate to

and with benef its relat ing to (Yozi)

Gain init iat ion into Sapphire Circle SorceryRP 4+:

RP 5+: Gain init iat ion into Adamant Circle Sorcery

SWLiHN Conceptual Harmony
Return of the Scarlet Empress p. 209

All Charms gain Combo-OK keyword and any val id Combo

may be unleashed without spend ing Willpower;

gain immunity to harm from one’s Yozi’s Charms

SWLiHN Pantheon Unfurling
Return of the Scarlet Empress p. 209-210

Spawn aThird Circle demonic soul which can be controlled

and gain an Int imacy of ded icat ion to their Mot ivat ion

SWLiHN Mythos Exultant
MoEP:Infernals p. 107-108

Gain add it ional or alternat ive benef its when

stunt ing resonates with one’s Yozi’s themes.

Cosmic Transcendence of (Virtue)
MoEP:Infernals p. 132-133

Gain an enhanced understand ing of one’s virtues includ ing

regenerat ion of channels and virtue-related benef its.

(This is a cluster of 4 Charms - one for each Virtue)

Counterpoint Inquisition Defence
MoEP:Infernals p. 132

Counterattack attempts at mental influence by using the

mental l ink to extract information from the attacker

Tidings of a Bitter Season
Broken-Winged Crane p. 19

Force anyone who d iscerns one’s Motivat ion or Int imacies

to understand them or suffer for it; may occlude Motivat ion,

Int imacies and motives for an act ion

FACTUAL DETERMINATION ANALYSIS
MoEP:Infernals p. 130-131

Discern whether target bel ieves they were tell ing the truth

SWLiHN Inevitability Technique
MoEP:Infernals p. 108

Reduce target number to 6 of an act ion enhanced by the

relevant First Excellency

Analytical Modeling Intuition
MoEP:Infernals p. 131-132

Extract information and the answer to a quest ion from the

mind of a target

Rip answers from the unresist ing least god of an

inanimate object

RP:

Hollow Mind Possession
Broken-Winged Crane p. 19-20

Take possession of and control a manse, automaton, warstrider

or Fair Folk vict im and leave a backdoor for later

Possess a target on same road or touching a wall

Target manses in vicinity when in a manse or demesne

RP 4+:

RP 5+:

Mind Spider Curse
Broken-Winged Crane p. 21-22

Use a seized manse to transmit a psychic pulse to strip nearby

mortals of free will and await further commands

Effortless DominanceSWLiHN
MoEP:Infernals p. 108

Reduce the mote cost of the First Excellency

when used mult iple t imes in one scene

Flames Lit Within
Broken-Winged Crane p. 19

Gain an extra Peripheral Essence pool which can only be

recharged by obeying one’s Urge

Noumena-Seizing Assimilation
Broken-Winged Crane p. 20-21

Use a seized manse to infect other Material Intell igences nearby

and establ ish a sorcerous backdoor into them

So Speaks SWLiHN
MoEP:Infernals p. 108

Using the First Excellency can count as an innate power

rather than Charm act ivat ion

Unshattered Tongue Perfection
MoEP:Infernals p. 132

Replace all of a target’s languages with Old Realm (Malfean)

Can target a unit to be affected by touching the leader;

they use Essence instead of Appearance for social mod if iers

and treat social attacks from high-rank members as UMI

RP 3+:

Disembodied Voice Tintinnabula
Broken-Winged Crane p. 22-23

Communicate at d istance with one’s social inferiors or any

targets whose will has been crushed, mind infected or

tongue perfectly unshattered

Interlocution Metamorphosis Prophecy
Broken-Winged Crane p. 23

Target an unknown language and be understood by all who

know that language

Voice Like Crystal Facets
Broken-Winged Crane p. 23-24

Spl it voice between mult iple targets to carry out mult iple

custom d ialogues; target mult iple languages with prerequisite

Subsume more languages with prerequisite act ive

Use prerequisite to be understood in all languages

RP 5+:

RP 7+:

Ascendancy Mantle of SWLiHN
Broken-Winged Crane p. 9

Gain abil ity to increase Essence beyond the normal age cap

by accept ing an appropriate drawback

Essence Dissecting Stare
MoEP:Infernals p. 133

Perceive the underlying Essence construct ion of the world as
per All-Encompassing Sorceror’s Sight (Exalted Core, p. 222)

Ego-Infused Pattern Primacy
MoEP:Infernals p. 133-134

Recover from non-fatal deleterious Shaping effects over the
course of an hour per effect

Reduce regenerat ion interval to one minute

Reduce regenerat ion interval to instantaneous

RP 3+:

RP:

Pattern-Reassertion Touch
MoEP:Infernals p. 134

Undo deleterious Shaping effects on others

Lease the Flame
Ink Monkeys vol. 37

Transfer Essence to others d irectly or into/from an Overdrive pool

(own or that of another)

CHIRALITY PROHIBITION INDEX
Ink Monkeys vol. 37

Perform large-scale geographic and societal restructuring in
l ine with greater esoteric symmetries, potent ially generat ing

a cult and self-propagat ing effects

Counter-Conceptual Interposition
MoEP:Infernals p. 133

Evoke a brief environmental phenomenon that acts

as a perfect parry

Wholeness Rightly Assumed
MoEP:Infernals p. 134

Expand one’s restorat ive capacity to include other defects such

as crippl ing injuries or bashing damage

(This is a cluster of 5+ Charms, each purchase affect ing a

d ifferent type of defect)

Heuristic Logos Shintai
Broken-Winged Crane p. 25

Transform into a perfect crystal geometry of force that can no
longer physically manipulate the world but gains substant ial

benef its to telekinet ic and esoteric abil it ies

Follow the Leader
Ink Monkeys vol. 37

Gain an Overdrive pool that is f illed by banning targets from
certain act ions but must abide by the same prohibit ions

Mind-Hand Manipulation
MoEP:Infernals p. 134-135

Gain the use of telekinet ic powers with which to

manipulate or infl ict damage on the world

Crystal-Fire Barrier Technique
MoEP:Infernals p. 137

Generate simple, inanimate, crystall ine constructs in the environment

to help all ies or hinder foes

Ascendant Objectivity Stance
MoEP:Infernals p. 137

Generate a crystall ine platform that can be used for

telekinet ic fl ight

Principle-Invoking Onslaught
MoEP:Infernals p. 135-136

Bolster a d irect telekinet ic attack by convert ing strikes into

alternat ive damaging phenomena or create a l ingering snare;

creatures killed may be transmuted into Resources

Constructive Convergence of Principles
MoEP:Infernals p. 136

Gain the abil ity to shape matter out of chaos in the Wyld or Malfeas

RP 4+: Gain advanced abil it ies to shape things into being

RP 5+: Allow shaping in Creat ion as if the Bordermarches

Tool-Transcending Constructs
MoEP:Infernals p. 137

Generate non-weapon tools or instruments out of telekinet ic

force and gain benef its of a basic workshop

Counts as master’s workshop; Counts as flawless

workshop; Counts as ideal workshop

RP 4+: RP 6+:

RP 7+:

Experimental Acceleration Mastery
MoEP:Infernals p. 137

Speed up tasks involving tools created by the pre-requisite

Unseen Force Application
MoEP:Infernals p. 135

Remove Obvious visual cues from use of telekinet ic powers

and make it more d iff icult to defend such act ions or attacks

Force-Draining Exigence
Ink Monkeys vol. 37

Gain an Overdrive pool that can only be f illed by using telekinet ic

attacks against an analysed opponent with an Overdrive pool

and siphoning motes away

Will-Crushing Force
MoEP:Infernals p. 137-138

Forego damage dealt with telekinet ic attacks to drain Willpower

instead and potent ially break their mind or

birth a creature of darkness

( 2)×

( )×3

( )×5
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Key:

Minimum Essence Required

Smaller dots within other dots indicate requirements above 5

(Yozi) Seeks Reclamation
MoEP:I p. xx / Scroll of Errata p. xx

This Charm goes Grrrr! or Splat! or Huh?!...

Broadcast Announcement Prana
Broken-Winged Crane p. 24

Open the backdoors on all seized constructs through which

voice or other controll ing effects can be broadcast clearly

Space Monster Scream
Broken-Winged Crane p. 24

Long-range area-of-effect undodgeable sonic attack that hurts

gods and raksha intensely and can turn people to crystal

Can be unleashed through Broadcast Announcement PranaRP 6+:

World-Whale Keening
Broken-Winged Crane p. 25

Explode all crystall ine corpses caused by Space Monster Scream

in range deal ing severe environmental damage to all nearby

Force-Suppression Barrier
MoEP:Infernals p. 136-137

Generate a shield-l ike Essence construct to block attacks and

bolster d irect telekinet ic attacks

Orbital Impact Storm
Ink Monkeys vol. 7

Seize a collect ion of loose objects in the vicinity to generate

a whirl ing maelstrom shield and environmental hazard that

blocks attacks and deals damage

Extend durat ion to one dayRP 3+:

Precision Thought-Force Exercise
Ink Monkeys vol. 7

Gain some upgrades to Mind-Hand Manipulat ion allowing it

to defend others, del iver touch attacks or improve Guard act ions

RP [Essence]+: Indicates that the Charm can be repurchased at

the l isted Essence score

(and) (and)(and)


